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Inside 
Information

Look around next time you’re in a 
public building, a restaurant, an office 
or store. Buildings have a tremendous 
infrastructure that goes largely unnoticed. 
We take for granted lighting, heat 
and air conditioning, plumbing, 
telecommunications, etc., and typically 
pay no attention to them unless they 
are missing or malfunctioning. Hidden 
behind walls and ceilings and under floors 
are the systems that make a building 
function.

Technological advances and code 
changes have made building systems 
much more sophisticated in recent years, 
increasing costs and the difficulty of 
construction, while making buildings 
safer and more efficient. Pictured here 
are examples of infrastructure that gets 
hidden away in a building and works 
quietly behind the scenes to provide 
us the functionality, comfort and 
convenience we require.

In a sense, building systems can 
serve as a metaphor for life. It’s often 
the unnoticed, unrecognized and taken-
for-granted whose actions quietly make 
our lives and society functional. Like the 
building systems, we don’t appreciate their 
importance until they’re gone.

We rely on each other in many subtle 
and unseen ways. Let’s not forget that 
keeping our human/societal maintenance 
up to date by acknowledging and 
appreciating the importance of the quiet, 
unseen performers in our lives is critical 
for our collective sustainability, much like 
changing the air filters is to the longevity 
of an HVAC system.



We’re doing our part. This newsletter is printed on environmentally-friendly paper—50% recycled, using 25% post-consumer waste, and is composed of a 
mixture of fibers from certified forests, post-consumer recycling processes and fibers from other controlled sources.
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The new Yataimura Shigezo Japanese 
Restaurant on SE Division Street in 
Portland is shown being transformed from 

raw, unfinished space to the “almost” 
finished product. 
At press time we 
were about two 
weeks from the 
January opening 
date.

Planning A Project? 

Want To Bounce Some Ideas  
Off Someone? Give Us A Call!
We provide a wide variety of professional, honest construction services for projects 
ranging from repairs and maintenance, to tenant improvements, to new construction. 
We are happy to help you in any way we can. Call Joe Hughes at 503-624-7100 or 
e-mail: jhughes@joehughes.com.

Prefer to Receive Hughes News Electronically?
If so, just e-mail us at jhughes@joehughes.com and we will begin delivering Hughes 

News to you as an e-Newsletter. 

Our Mission 
Statement:  
We make the construction process a 
pleasurable and profitable experience 
for the entire team! We, the employees 
of Joseph Hughes Construction, believe 
that through our commitment to 
teamwork, involving our customers, our 
associates and ourselves, we will always 
provide a professional, high quality, 
business experience. This ensures the 
integrity, reputation and success of our 
organization.

Portland Welcomes New Restaurant


